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Foreword

To the casual observer, emotions and accountancy can seem
like unrelated concepts from two separate worlds. But to
succeed in a fast-evolving digital age, professional accountants
need a rounded set of skills that go beyond technical
knowledge, and these skills include emotional intelligence.
At ACCA, these skills are expressed as the
professional quotients – a unique model
that encapsulates technical excellence,
ethics, and a range of personal skills and
qualities. One of these quotients is the
emotional quotient. It comprises a range
of competencies relevant to improving
emotional intelligence, such as a growth
mindset, empathy and self-knowledge.
In an increasingly technology-led future,
sustainable advantage will not come by
trying to replicate the tasks of, or
compete with, machines. It is more
likely to come by leveraging the
competitive advantages inherent in our
humanity – in effect by being human
in a digital age, and emotions are
fundamental to being human.
The quotients model represents ACCA’s
deep conviction about the future of the
profession, and lies at the heart of
changes to the ACCA qualification. One
of these changes is the introduction of our

final Strategic Professional exams, with
their emphasis on applying theory to the
messy complexity of real-world scenarios.
Emotional competencies are integral to
becoming a trusted and able professional
accountant – someone who can combine
analytical rigour with emotional maturity.
The World Congress of Accountants
2018, with its theme of ‘Global
Challenges. Global Leaders’ highlights
the importance of leadership in dealing
with emerging threats that cut across
boundaries. In this context, forming
effective partnerships and developing
strategic professionals who can truly think
ahead has never been more important.
This report on the emotional quotient
represents one step in our long-term
commitment to providing the finance
leaders and strategic professionals who
will create the accountancy profession the
world needs.
Helen Brand OBE
Chief Executive
ACCA
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Executive
summary

We are living in a digital age which provides unique opportunities but also places new demands
on the accountancy profession. In 2016, ACCA developed the ‘professional quotients’ of success
for the professional accountant of the future – one of which is the emotional quotient (EQ), the
subject of this study. This report examines both the level of EQ in our digital age and the impact
of digital technology on the need for EQ.
Emotional intelligence refers to ‘the
ability to identify one’s own emotions and
those of others, harness and apply them
to tasks, and to regulate and manage
them’. And developing one’s EQ involves
working on a range of competencies that
are particularly relevant for this purpose.
Many people have an intuitive sense of
EQ, often expressed as something to do
with emotions and interacting effectively
with people. But it is important to go
beyond this and critically reflect on the
value embedded in emotions: something
particularly important as we look ahead in
a digital age.
In the context of accountancy, much has
been said about the disruptive power of
technology and its possible impact on jobs.
In EQ, individuals have a resource that is
integral to who they are as human beings,
and that is inherently difficult for machines
to replicate. In a sense, it is the elephant
in the room, the potential of which is often
not recognised. So considering return on
time and effort spent, there is a strong case
for those in the accountancy profession to
build their EQ competencies as part of
strengthening their competitive advantage.

EQ COMPETENCY

CAPACITY TO…

Growth mindset:

…feel comfortable in one’s ability to overcome obstacles and
challenge one’s own identity, and to extend oneself into new areas

Self-knowledge:

…recognise the feelings and motivations that underlie and drive
one’s actions

Perspective-taking:

…be adaptable, using one’s personal learning and see things from
the viewpoint of others (ie accommodate them)

Empathy:

…respond warmly in ways that make others feel heard and included

Influence:

…compellingly affect, inspire and encourage everyone to do well.

The evidence from ACCA’s research
uncovered several observations pertinent
to the level of EQ required in a digital
age and the impact of digital technology
on the need for EQ.
• A
 growth mindset matters: this
emotional competency emerges as a
key enabler for the development of
EQ and is a point of high leverage (ie
improvements here can help with
improvements across all emotional
competencies more generally).

• A
 growth mindset is positively
correlated with being at work:
the stretching of one’s capabilities
involved in achieving results in the
workplace correlates with higher
capabilities in this area.
• E
 xperience can be a key enabler: the
evidence indicates that higher scores
for many competencies are correlated
with the level of exposure to related
situations, with members scoring
more favourably than students more
than twice as often as the reverse.
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It is hoped that the
findings from this
research will shed light
on the importance and
potential of human
emotions and their role
in helping professional
accountants succeed in
a digital age.

Executive summary

•	
EQ can be learned: an implication of
the above is that EQ is not a magic
trick, and like most other skills, it can
be developed and improved over time.
The more one focuses on it, the better
one can get at it. It is not the case that
either one has it or one does not.

o	
Ethics and beliefs: influence enables
one to advocate an ethical approach
to digital adoption, and selfknowledge helps one to understand
one’s own beliefs when setting
boundaries and ensuring quality of
life in an ‘always-on’ environment.

• E
 Q is an under-used asset for
influencing others: there is
unexplored potential for accountants
to use emotions as a tool for
influencing. Rational arguments are not
the only means of driving influence.

o	
Cognition and learning: a growth
mindset will help to challenge
cognitive tribalism (eg where people
congregate in online environments
of like-minded individuals) and to
develop the self-knowledge to
understand what to prioritise,
among a lot of ‘noise’, in an era of
fast reactions and high volume.

• T
 he multi-dimensional impact of
digital technologies: the research
identified six impact areas, namely,
change readiness, increased diversity,
ethics and beliefs, cognition and
learning, human–machine interaction,
and shifting power.
•	
The integrated need for EQ when
considering digital impact: a range of
emotional competencies are required
when considering the impact of digital
technologies, with the growth mindset
featuring often; a few examples are
provided below for each impact area.
o	
Change readiness: empathy is
needed for dealing with
technology-related job-losses and a
growth mindset can overcome fear
of change.
o Increased diversity: perspectivetaking facilitates understanding the
viewpoints of a wider pool of
stakeholders, who are made
accessible through remote working
and technology tools.

o	
Human–machine interaction:
influence is needed to prevent loss
of control (for instance, through
outsourcing decision making) amid
the increasing role of machines, and
a growth mindset enables active
engagement with, and deriving
value from, interactions with
technological tools (yielding insight,
not just reporting).
o	
Shifting power: EQ has a role in
the softer (rather than directive)
forms of influencing needed in a
less hierarchical, digital workplace,
and a growth mindset enables one
to engage with new ways of working
that may challenge the existing
power structures.
	It is hoped that the findings from this
research will shed light on the
importance and potential of human
emotions and their role in helping
professional accountants succeed in
a digital age.
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Report
structure

The report comprises key findings related to the following aspects.
• Level of EQ, as assessed from:
o	empirical evidence from over
4,660 respondents to a detailed
EQ survey
o	ACCA students, members and
affiliates plus a small minority (1%)
from 20 other International
Federation of Accountants
(IFAC) bodies
o respondents from 139 countries.
• Impact of EQ, as assessed from:
o	a series of interactive workshops
collectively involving over 120
professional accountants
o	participation from respondents from
around the world, with sessions
conducted in Australia, Canada,
China, India, Malaysia, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Singapore and the UK.

1

The digital age is already here, and
professional accountants currently
provide their services within this
environment. So the first section provides
a baseline fact-based view of how
respondents working within accountancy
score on critical emotional competencies
relevant to the profession.
The second section provides an
experiential view, based on first-hand
observations from professional
accountants around the world. It derives
from an account of what individuals are
seeing and facing, and their sense of how
emotional competencies contribute to
this emerging picture.

Both the above sections are
underpinned by the learning gained
through ACCA’s programme of work on
the future of the accountancy profession,
as well as a wealth of related
interdisciplinary research relevant to
future trends and their impact.
In addition, this report is accompanied
by a diagnostic tool, called the
Emotional Quotient Finance Leadership
(EQ-FL) Report.1 It allows individuals to
assess their level of EQ against a
credible global benchmark specific to
the accountancy profession. In doing so,
it acts as a self-assessment tool providing
a meaningful view of an individual’s level
of emotional intelligence as well as
practical guidance on the next steps to
improve effectiveness in this area.

www.accaglobal.com/EQ
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Research
approach

A combination of tools straddling both primary and secondary research was used to arrive at the
views expressed in this report.
The primary research was based on
three approaches.
i.	Traditional data analysis (descriptive
statistics) of the survey results provided
a view of the level of EQ in the present
digital age. This approach is helpful to
understanding behaviour within
particular clusters of the survey
sample, or specific data points
pertaining to a given question. For
example, xx% of respondents said yyy.
ii.	Systems thinking gave an understanding
of the level of EQ in a more strategic
way. This involved looking at the survey
data as a whole, rather than at statistical
results on individual data points. This
allowed hypotheses about possible
feedback loops within elements of the
survey to be formed and tested. And
to see whether there was evidence of
these loops within the data set, for
example where one type of EQ
competency was a driver for others.
iii.	Workshops around the world were
used to gather the views of
professional accountants about the
impact of EQ in a digital age. These
discussions were structured around a
range of impact areas, which provided
focus for the workshops while also
giving participants the opportunity to
question/add to/provide further detail
on, these impact areas.

Secondary research included desk
research into ACCA’s extensive back
catalogue of work on technology trends,
with views also being sought from
technology futurists/experts. These
inputs informed the view on both level
and impact of EQ as well as providing

direction for the assessment of inputs
throughout the process.
Further details are available at the start
of a section 2.1 and 2.2. Additional
information is also available in Appendix 1.

FIGURE 1: Research approach

Level of EQ

Data
Impact of EQ

Primary

Systems

Secondary

Experience

Desk research,
Technology futurists

Level and
impact of EQ
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1. Introduction

1.1. BACKGROUND
ACCA is committed to developing the
accountancy profession that the world
needs, both now and in the future. And
these needs have to be met against the
backdrop of the digital age in which we
are already living.
The skills we have identified for future
success were introduced in Professional
accountants – the future: drivers of
change and future skills (ACCA 2016).

The quotients framework has played a
key role in informing the thinking
behind changes to the ACCA
qualification. The updated qualification
includes many new features, such as a
revamped ethics module, and an
integrated case study as part of the final,
‘Strategic Professional’ stage.

EQ, which is a measure of emotional
intelligence, is particularly relevant when
seeking to create a strategic professional
– ie a rounded finance professional who
can properly integrate the complexities
of human behaviour into their core
analytical approach.

FIGURE 1.1: ACCA professional quotients skills framework

The headline observation from that
report was that while technical
capabilities remain a core requirement,
the professional accountant of the future
will increasingly need to incorporate a
wider set of capabilities.
These capabilities were expressed as the
‘professional quotients’. In additional to
technical skills, the required quotients
include ethics, experiential learning,
intelligence, creativity, digital capabilities,
vision and the emotional quotient (EQ)
(Figure 1.1).
This quotients framework represents
ACCA’s view on future developments in
the profession. As such, it is not a one-off
exercise and has influenced the choice of
topic for many subsequent pieces of
research. These later reports have
explored, for example, specific aspects of
the ethics quotient (ACCA 2017a) and
digital quotient (ACCA 2017b) in more
detail. The present report, in critically
examining the EQ, continues in that vein.

Source: ACCA (2016a)
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In EQ, individuals
have a resource that is
integral to who they are
as human beings, and
inherently difficult for
machines to replicate.

1. Introduction

1.2 ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM
In the course of preparing this report, it
became obvious that many people have
an intuitive sense of EQ. It was often
expressed as something to do with
emotions and being able to interact
effectively with people. This effective
interaction may be expressed, for
example, through trusted relationships
with clients or within teams where
individuals feel motivated and valued.
But there can also be some confusion
around EQ. One professional accountant
wondered if involving emotions might in
fact be contrary to what they were
supposed to be doing as accountants.
In this individual’s mind, emotions were
associated with clouding judgement and
potentially compromising objectivity.
The source of the confusion lies in
equating emotions with emotional
intelligence. Just as data analytics can be
badly implemented to create misleading
insights, similarly, emotions can be
erroneously harnessed to destroy value.
The ability to understand the value
embedded in emotions is particularly
important as we look ahead in a digital
age. In the context of accountancy, much
has been said about the disruptive power
of technology and its possible impact on
jobs. ACCA’s view is to see technology as
an opportunity: one that can allow
accountants to focus more on value-added
capabilities while letting the technology
handle more repetitive, mundane tasks
that are ripe for automation.
So what, then, do these value-added
capabilities look like?

2

These capabilities include certain types of
high-end analytical and technical skills,
such as being able to interpret2 a
standard in light of the bespoke situation
of a particular client, where an automated
approach cannot be applied blindly. But
another key part of this value-added
element is the EQ required to drive
effective, productive human interactions.
While technology is improving all the time,
artificial intelligence (AI), as it currently
stands, is still mainly a form of intelligence
designed to handle specific tasks – socalled ‘specific AI’ as opposed to ‘general
AI’. It is the latter that would be required
to deal with the complexity of human
interactions and their associated emotions.
This essentially means that, in EQ,
individuals have a resource that is integral
to who they are as human beings, and
which is inherently difficult for machines
to replicate. In a sense it is the elephant
in the room, the potential of which is
often not recognised.
So when considering return on time and
effort spent, there is a strong case for
individuals to build their EQ
competencies as part of their competitive
advantage, rather than to compete with
machines in tasks where the latter will
inevitably have the advantage.
1.3 EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND
EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT
Emotional intelligence refers to ‘the ability
to identify one’s own emotions and those
of others, harness and apply them to
tasks, and to regulate and manage them’.
Developing one’s EQ involves working on a
range of competencies that are particularly
relevant for improving this capacity.

EQ COMPETENCY

CAPACITY TO…

Growth mindset:

…feel comfortable in one’s ability to overcome obstacles and
challenge one’s own identity, and to extend oneself into new areas

Self-knowledge:

…recognise the feelings and motivations that underlie and drive
one’s actions

Perspective-taking:

…be adaptable, using one’s personal learning and see things from
the viewpoint of others (ie accommodate them)

Empathy:

…respond warmly in ways that make others feel heard and included

Influence:

…compellingly affect, inspire and encourage everyone to do well.

Though in their relatively early stages, cognitive techniques are slowly starting to encroach upon this space as well.
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2. Level of EQ
in a digital age

We are already living in the digital age. Artificial intelligence, automation and the so-called Fourth
Industrial Revolution all contribute to the environment in which accountancy must deliver value.
It is therefore sensible for professional
accountants to view EQ as a friend – both
in general, but also particularly in the
landscape of increasing digitisation.
So in this context, what is the level of EQ
among those working in accountancy?
The main purpose of this section is to
shed light on the areas where emotional
competencies are in evidence (or not) and
the factors that influence its development.
This section explores the question using
both data analysis and systems thinking,
both of which are connected to ACCA’s
global survey of respondents in the
accountancy profession.
Questions relating to each of the five
emotional competencies were mixed
together across the survey to ensure that
respondents answered without being
aware of a given question’s link to a
particular competency. The competencies
were not mentioned in the survey at all.

2.1 DATA ANALYSIS
The charts in this section show responses
that are the net (sum) of those who
answered ‘often’ or ‘almost always’ for
the given question in the survey. A colour
code of green is used to depict
responses that are significantly3 better
than average and red for significantly
worse than average. All other survey
responses in a chart are coded grey.
In general, green bars depict scores that
have a higher value (and significantly so)
than the overall average. But for reverse
scored, ie negatively worded questions,
green bars correspond to scores that are
lower, because that is the better outcome.
All survey results are statistically valid
outputs as returned by the survey
sample, whether colour coded green,
red or grey. The green/red just provide
additional evidence that this result is
significantly above or below the overall
average in a statistical sense, ie after
accounting for the margin of error always
associated with sampling.
Further information is available in
Appendix 1.

2.1.1 Data analysis – summary findings
The growth mindset scores are higher
among those in work than among
full-time students. Those working in
part/full-time accounting or finance roles
score at or above average on all
elements of the growth mindset, unlike
full-time students, who score significantly
below average on all dimensions of the
growth mindset.
Maintaining a learning mindset gets
harder over time, but curiosity to learn
remains. On average, 78% of
respondents reported that they often/
almost always felt best about themselves
when they were learning, compared with
only 67% of those with over 20 years of
post-qualification experience. However,
ACCA members had significantly above
average scores on their curiosity to learn
about things they do not understand, at
87% compared with the average of 84%.
On several competency elements,
more experience correlates with
higher scores: many aspects of EQ
appear to benefit from deeper and/or
longer experience: in other words, from
having had more opportunities to
engage with and learn about those
competency elements.

3	‘Significant’ here means significant in a statistical sense based on a 95% confidence interval; ie there is 95% confidence that the difference (whether above or below average) exists after
accounting for the margin of error associated with sampling.
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40%

Here are some examples.
•	On claiming that they recognised how
one’s behaviour is affected by one’s
emotions, members scored significantly
above average, 74% versus 70%; at
67% students scored significantly
below. Senior professionals, eg
directors/executives/partners, scored
significantly above average.

of respondents cited the
use of emotions in their
negotiations with people

•	Respondents in large organisations
with over 1,000 employees scored
themselves highly (and significantly
above average on four out of five
elements) on perspective-taking. They
may be more experienced at dealing
with issues requiring this competency,
given likelihood of multiple
departments, various agendas, matrix
structures and cross-cultural teams.
•	The belief that one can sense how
others are feeling, regardless of what
they are saying, improves steadily as
one proceeds up the age brackets.
Under-25s at 53% are significantly
below the overall average of 58%,
while at the top end, it was 63% in the
51–65 year group.

There remains a place for compassion in
the workplace: two-thirds of respondents
reported feeling compassion often/almost
always towards those struggling at work.
Only 11% reported rarely/only occasionally
feeling this compassion, with the rest
reporting moderate levels.
Influencing styles rely more on
rationality than emotions. Many more
respondents cited using rational arguments
when persuading (average 71%) than those
who cited the use of emotions in their
negotiations with people (average 40%).
This does raise the question of whether
there is value being ‘left on the table’
because of inadequate recognition of the
potential of emotions for driving influence.
2.1.2 Data analysis – findings in detail
Those in work score themselves more
highly for growth mindset than do
full-time students. Those working in
part/full-time accounting or finance roles
score themselves at or above average on
all elements of the growth mindset
(Figure 2.1), unlike full-time students,
who score significantly below average on
all dimensions of the growth mindset.

FIGURE 2.1: Growth mindset, by employment status
100%

83%
80%

75%

71%

73%

76%

80% 79%
78%

78%
70%

80%

81% 81% 81%
75%

86% 87% 86%

84%
74%

60%

40%

20%

18%

22%
16% 16%

18%

0%
When I fail, I conclude
I do not have the
required ability [R]*
Overall average

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure
Full-time student

I feel best about myself
when I am learning

Self-employed

If I do not succeed at
something, I work harder

Working in a part/full-time
non-accounting or finance role

I am curious to learn
more about things
I do not understand

Working in a part/full-time
accounting or finance role

*[R] indicates it is reverse scored.
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78%

of respondents reported
that they ‘often’ or
‘almost always‘ felt best
about themselves when
they were learning

In a digital age, it is inevitable that new
situations, skills and knowledge will need
to be mastered on a continuous basis.
Often the barrier is not analytical. It is an
emotional barrier, linked to the fear of the
unknown. This finding suggests that in
addition to the benefits of applied skills,
on-the-job learning may have a role to
play in developing the ability to operate
outside one’s comfort zone. Dealing with
a live experience as it unfolds in a work
setting, is more real, and consequently
more of a challenge, than reading about
it and understanding it.
Maintaining a learning mindset gets
harder over time, but curiosity to learn
remains. Learning new information is not
always an easy or pleasant experience.
This appears to be particularly the case as
the number of years of post-qualification
experience increases.
On average, 78% of respondents reported
that they ‘often’ or ‘almost always‘ felt
best about themselves when they were
learning. Those with more than 11 years

of post-qualification experience struggled
on this parameter, with only 67% of those
with over 20 years of experience agreeing
with the statement often/almost always.
Furthermore, there is a steady fall in the
percentage scores as respondents move
from having less than two years to more
than 20 years of post-qualification
experience (Figure 2.2). This suggests that
as responsibilities increase, seniority levels
rise and time away from formal learning
increases – it gets harder to feel ‘good’
about being in learning mode. There
becomes more of an expectation that
one will teach/tell others how things are
done, rather than having to learn oneself.
This finding is reflected when looking at
ACCA members as a group (Figure 2.3)
where the corresponding percentage is
77%. While this seems only slightly less
than 78% at first glance, this difference
actually turns out to be statistically
significant (as shown by the red bar in the
chart). This is because the healthy size of
the sample (since almost all qualified

FIGURE 2.2: Years as qualified accountant (employees and self-employed)

78%
67%
Overall average
More than 20 years

74%

I feel best about myself
when I am learning

82%
83%

11–20 years
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FIGURE 2.3: Growth mindset elements, by ACCA members
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The findings suggest
that for many aspects of
EQ, individuals appear to
benefit from having had
deeper and/or longer
work experience.

members in the survey are ACCA
members) can result in even small
percentage differences being non-trivial.
In a digital age, professional accountants
will need to learn new things, even after
15–20 years of experience. This could
relate to re-engineered processes using
robotic process automation or extracting
insight from data analytics or dealing with
new business models that are light on
tangible assets and data heavy.
The good news, however, is that ACCA
members show significantly above
average scores on their curiosity to learn
about things they do not understand,
87% compared with the average of 84%.
This is important because it may reflect a
level of resilience.
Despite not particularly enjoying being in
learning mode, these respondents are
able to maintain their basic interest and
engagement with the idea of learning.
This is likely to result ultimately in better
learning outcomes, rather than just losing
interest or giving up because something
feels challenging.
On several competency elements, more
experience correlates with higher
scores. The findings suggest that for
many aspects of EQ, individuals appear
to benefit from having had deeper and/or
longer work experience. In other words,
they benefit from having had more
opportunities to engage with and learn
about those competency elements. It is
important not to look at this simplistically

or expect it to hold true for every
competency all the time. Certainly,
depending on the individual and their
specific EQ needs, there will be cases
where formal training or other
interventions may be appropriate
regardless of level of experience. But the
evidence from this survey is that members
score more favourably than students
more than twice as often as the reverse.
An implication of the above is that EQ
can be learned. It is not an innate trait
and, like many other skills and
competencies, it can be improved over
time by perseverance and application.
One’s EQ can be improved much as one’s
physical strength can be improved by
working on it, ie the more one uses a
muscle the easier it becomes.
In a digital age where the narrative is so
often about change and disruption, it is
worth bearing in mind that experience
really matters, even if that experience
relates to environments that pre-date
digitised ways of working. There are
plenty of transferable skills, and
emotional competencies are a powerful
component of that value transfer.
•	
Links between emotions and
behaviour are better understood as
work experience matures.
On recognising how one’s behaviour is
affected by one’s emotions (Figure 2.4),
members scored significantly above
average for the sample as a whole, at 74%
versus 70%, while at 67% students scored

FIGURE 2.4: Self-knowledge, by ACCA members and students of the ACCA qualification
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significantly below. Furthermore, those
working in senior roles (Figure 2.5) tended
to score well on this metric with those in
director/executive/partner roles scoring
significantly above the average.

As the individual
continues on the
path towards senior
professional roles, the
ability to recognise
the link between one’s
emotions and behaviours
continues to improve.

to improve. Given the wider spans of
control at senior levels, and broader
range of stakeholder interactions, this is
certainly a useful attribute.
•	
Those in large organisations score well
on perspective-taking. Respondents
working in large organisations with
over 1,000 employees consistently
score highly when assessing the
various elements in the competency
of perspective-taking (Figure 2.6).

There is an experiential element to
understanding the link between one’s
emotions and one’s behaviours, which is
likely to be reflected here. These findings
may reflect the students’ learning journey,
showing the potential improvements as
they develop into members.

As with other activities, doing more of
something can make you better at it.
These respondents are more likely to be
operating within relatively complex
organisational structures. Their day-to-

And as the individual continues on the
path towards senior professional roles,
the ability to recognise the link between
one’s emotions and behaviours continues

FIGURE 2.5: I recognise how my emotions affect my behaviour
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FIGURE 2.6: Perspective-taking, by size of organisation (employees and self-employed)
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It would appear that
the range of scenarios
and stakeholders
encountered over the
years has an impact on
the effort taken to avoid
making assumptions.

day work may involve working with
multiple departments, dealing with
different internal agendas, matrix
structures and cross-cultural teams.
Achieving results in this environment
necessarily requires understanding the
assumptions underlying the behaviour
of a wider pool of individuals. Having
entrenched views that are not open to
analysis or discussion can be a fatal
block, and can lead to seeing issues in
binary terms – the right answer and the
wrong answer.
The right answer for one stakeholder may
not be the right answer for another. An
example cited by one respondent was
attitudes to risk. Depending on whether
one is in the front office (who may directly
benefit from the upside of a risky
decision) or in finance/risk management
(who may have to answer for any
downside repercussions) there may be
different views of the ‘right’ answer.
It is not realistic to avoid risk completely
because the organisation must create
value. It then becomes important for
individuals to be able to understand each
other’s assumptions, and revisit viewpoints
as part of a continuous iteration/refining
to reach the best answer, as opposed to
the ‘right’/’wrong’ answer.

•	
The ability to clarify assumptions
improves with experience. In an
increasingly diverse environment, it is
important not to make assumptions
about people or situations. Figure 2.7
shows the extent to which respondents
reported that they were striving
to clarify assumptions about
different perspectives.
The results are positively correlated
with wealth of experience gained as a
qualified accountant. Those with six or
more years of post-qualification
experience scored significantly above
the average of 66%, with 76% of
respondents with more than 20 years’
experience reporting that they strive to
clarify assumptions when exploring
different perspectives.
It would appear that the range of
scenarios and stakeholders encountered
over the years has an impact on the
effort taken to avoid making assumptions.
This theme of improving with more
experience is important and is also
indirectly reflected (experience gained
through more need for it in their
environment rather than over time
necessarily), for example, in scores of
those in large organisations noted above.

FIGURE 2.7: I strive to clarify assumptions when exploring different perspectives
76%

64%
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71%

71%
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of self-employed
respondents said that
they noticed non-verbal
cues, compared with an
overall average of 64%
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individuals operate in a highly
entrepreneurial way, and an enhanced
ability to read non-verbal signals may be
particularly important, for example in
generating trust with clients. As shown in
Figure 2.6, those working in large
organisations display above average
scores on perspective taking, possibly
because of the large number of people
and situations they must tackle. Similarly,
for the self-employed, non-verbal cues
might be emphasized because they work
in an environment with relatively fewer
formal policies and procedures to rely on.

•	
Ability to pick up non-verbal signals
improves with experience and
application. Survey results show that
the ability to sense how others are
feeling, regardless of what they are
saying, improves steadily as one
proceeds up the age brackets (Figure
2.8). Under-25s, at 53%, are
significantly below the overall average
of 58%, while respondents over 36
years are significantly above it. At the
top end, 63% of respondents in the
51–65 age group report that they
often/almost always sense how others
feeling regardless of what they say.

Collectively both these findings appear
consistent with the well-established
observation that the more one does
something, whether through experience
or circumstance, the better one is likely
to get at it.

Self-employed respondents (Figure 2.9)
perform well on the element of noticing
non-verbal cues when listening to others:
73% of these respondents said that they
noticed non-verbal cues, compared with
an overall average of 64%. These

FIGURE 2.8: I sense how others are feeling regardless of what they are saying
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FIGURE 2.9: I notice non-verbal cues when listening to others
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73%

•	
Members are willing to make an effort
to understand the views of others.
In general, ACCA members perform
well on perspective-taking, with
significantly above-average scores on
almost all elements comprising this
competency (Figure 2.10). They also
score higher than students on all
except one of the elements of
perspective-taking. As mentioned, this
may relate to a possible correlation
between a greater depth of
professional experience and the ability
to relate to the viewpoints of others.

of students responded
that they invite diverse
viewpoints to develop
their thinking

Interestingly though, there was one
exception where students score more
favourably than members. This was on
the element of inviting diverse
viewpoints. It may be worth exploring
whether with the passage of time, it is
becoming more difficult for individuals to
stay open to a wider range of new ideas.

This matters because, in a digital age,
there is a higher likelihood of being
unexpectedly caught off-guard by new
ideas that have emerged relatively
quickly. And inviting diverse viewpoints
to develop one’s thinking is a way of
staying ahead of the curve. It is a way
of avoiding an echo chamber of
likeminded individuals who are shaped
by similar experiences.
There remains a place for compassion
in the workplace. On average, about
two-thirds of respondents reported
feeling compassion often/almost always
towards those struggling at work. Only
11% reported rarely/occasionally having
this feeling, with the rest reporting
moderate levels on this metric. So on the
whole, there appear to be a place for
compassion toward co-workers when
placed against the pressures of business
delivery and individual career ambitions.

FIGURE 2.10: Perspective-taking, by ACCA members, ACCA affiliates and students of ACCA qualification
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The evidence from this
survey suggests that
accountants are well
placed to retain their
sense of humanity
despite these pressures
of a digital world.

Respondents at small and medium-sized
practices (SMPs), not-for-profit and public
sector report above-average tendencies
to show compassion for those struggling
at work (Figure 2.11). The overall average
was 65%, with 72% of SMP respondents
and 70% of public sector respondents
(both significantly above average)
reporting feeling compassion almost/
always towards those struggling at work.
It may be the case that SMPs tend to
have less institutionalised support for job
performance/exams/training, etc. and
higher levels of compassion may be one
way of compensating for that. Balanced
against this is the possibility that it may
actually feel like a luxury to show
compassion in a resource-constrained

environment. It may be instructional to
examine this against the backdrop of
individual experiences, bearing in mind
that the finding is global and dynamics
will vary by region.
Technology can sometimes make the
working environment seem a very
task-oriented and impersonal place.
If the emphasis is purely on getting the
job done as quickly and efficiently as
possible (important though this is),
society may simply be storing up
problems for later, which could derail
near-term efficiencies. The evidence
from this survey suggests that
accountants are well placed to retain
their sense of humanity despite these
pressures of a digital world.

FIGURE 2.11: I feel compassion for people who are struggling at work
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In a digitised world there
can be a temptation to
rely disproportionately
on rational arguments.
For a start, there is no
shortage of data.

Influencing styles are anchored in
rationality, with a recognition of the
role of tailoring communication. Many
more respondents cited using rational
arguments (Figure 2.12) when persuading
(average 71%) than those who cited the
use of emotions in their negotiations with
others (average 40%). Given the oftenanalytical nature of the work and its
deliverables, this is to some extent
understandable. Nonetheless, it does
raise the question of whether there is
value being ‘left on the table’ if the
potential of emotions in driving influence
is not properly recognised.
In a digitised world there can be a
temptation to rely disproportionately on
rational arguments. For a start, there is no
shortage of data. Metrics can be created,
tracked, stored and analysed for just

about everything, with data analysts
available to do the work. Data provides
an excellent, objective starting point. It is
worth remembering that data is not a
magic pill that can do everything for us,
but a fact-based foundation to support
the views that one is trying to influence
another to accept.
Ultimately, decisions have to be taken
by a person, the decision has to be
implemented by a person and the
consequences of the decision – positive
or negative – have to be faced by a
person. So it is not enough to say,
‘the data said…’ because accountability
cannot be outsourced to the data.
As a result, the highest level of
influencing is inevitably linked to an
emotional connection between the
counterparties involved.

FIGURE 2.12: Influencing styles, by ACCA members, ACCA affiliates and students of
ACCA qualification
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64%

ACCA members (Figure 2.13) reported
significantly above-average levels of
tailoring communications to the audience,
with 76% of respondents reporting that
they often/almost always do so, compared
with the average of 72%. Nonetheless, a
significantly below-average proportion of
members, 64%, reported that they learn
about the needs of the people whose
support they are trying to gain (whereas
the average was 66%).

of ACCA members
reported that they learn
about the needs of the
people whose support
they are trying to gain

This may suggest the need to explore
whether the self-perception that they are
tailoring communications, sufficiently
reflects the reality, given that learning
about audience needs is a prerequisite
for tailoring communications.

Furthermore, respondents in senior roles
(Figure 2.14) were more likely to report
that they tailored communications to their
audience. They also scored highly (Figure
2.5) on recognising how their emotions
affect their behaviour, an element linked
to self-knowledge.
So these senior respondents understand
both themselves and others, enabling
them to tailor communications in order
to influence. This is likely to be
important to their leadership and ability
to drive outcomes in the multiple,
complex, stakeholder interactions they
routinely face.

FIGURE 2.13: Influencing styles, by ACCA members
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FIGURE 2.14: I tailor my communication to the person I am trying to influence
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of female respondents
reported being attuned
to how others are feeling,
the figure was 62% for
male respondents

Female respondents were attuned to
the feelings of others, but were less
likely to see emotions as a tool for
driving influence. While 65% of female
respondents reported being attuned to
how others are feeling, the figure was
62% for male respondents. This makes
the former significantly above the
average of 63%, and the latter
significantly below the average (Figure
2.15). This element maps to the emotional
competency of empathy, and provides
evidence that female respondents have
at their disposal a resource facilitating a
good understanding of the emotional
state of those around them.
What is less clear, however, is whether
female respondents are using this resource
as a tool for driving their influence.
Male respondents reported statistically
significant above-average scores on
influencing styles (Figure 2.16) while female
respondents reported the opposite: 37%

of female and 42% of male respondents
reported appealing to people’s emotions,
relative to the average of 40%.
In other words, a lower proportion of
female respondents reported the use of
emotions as an influencing tool, despite
being relatively highly attuned to how
others around them were feeling.
It is important to note that male
respondents report a higher selfperception of using emotions to influence
– this does not mean they actually do
so, nor does it mean that they are any
better at using emotions to drive their
sphere of influence.
Nevertheless, these findings raise the
question of whether female respondents
are sufficiently recognising an area of
potential value and strength, and whether
the idea of ‘influence’ is being sufficiently
interpreted by them in its capacity to
drive constructive change.

FIGURE 2.15: I am attuned to how others are feeling
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FIGURE 2.16: I appeal to people’s emotions in my negotiations with them
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used to supplement
data analysis for a
more strategic view
of the data set, beyond
what individual data
points reveal.
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2.2 SYSTEMS THINKING
Traditional data analysis (descriptive
statistics) provides interesting insights,
but it may not give a full sense of the
wider drivers behind the statistical result.
Systems thinking is used to supplement
data analysis for a more strategic view of
the data set, beyond what individual data
points reveal.
The aim is to develop hypotheses on
causal relationships between different
elements in a system. In this context, each
EQ competency, such as a growth
mindset, or a survey statement that links
to the growth mindset, can be thought of
as an element.
It provides a way of looking at the
structure of the data, ie what the data set
or sub-sets of it might be implying as a
group (‘system’). In doing so, it becomes
possible to map the inter-relatedness of
elements, identify drivers and constraints
to the behaviour of the system and areas
of high leverage, ie where small changes
could make a big difference.
The last point has practical applications
because in real-world scenarios, it is rare
to be able to invest in large-scale
changes to a system. So, understanding
areas of high leverage allows one to make
targeted changes with the greatest return
on investment.
The starting point for the systems
approach is making a working hypothesis
about the elements of the survey, and
mapping these elements using a causal
loop diagram (CLD). Once the diagram is
created, the survey results are used to
test the hypothesis against the data.
This is done by examining patterns within
the data to understand the distribution of
responses. For example, one can analyse
where most respondents said ‘always’ as
opposed to ‘rarely’ for various sets of
questions, and evaluate the extent to
which those responses moved in a
coordinated way, or not.
The best way to think about CLDs is as a
prompt. They set up a logic-rich
hypothesis which can be compared with
correlations observed in the data. So, in
effect, a top-down hypothesis-led view is

then cross-referenced against a bottomup data-led view. There is a difference
between correlation and causation, and
CLDs do not quantify causation as a
regression test would. Nonetheless, they
have been shown to create interesting
prompts for reflection as a result of
articulating possible relationships between
elements. And if the CLD diverges from
patterns in the data, it can create prompts
for challenging implicit assumptions.
Further details about systems thinking are
available in Appendix 2.
2.2.1 Systems thinking – summary
findings
•	Growth mindset is a point of high
leverage. All causal loops within the
causal loop diagram (CLD) of
emotional competencies involve
positive reinforcing feedback loops.
For example, if one’s level of influence
increases it positively affects one’s level
of empathy. And as empathy increases
it will increase one’s level of influence.
Conversely, if one had low empathy
levels it will also probably reduce the
level of influence one has and vice versa.
The proposed loops were supported
by the underlying data results. And the
growth mindset emerged as the
competency with the most connections
to other emotional competencies.
•	Energy to overcome a failure is a key
element within a growth mindset:
‘I am energised by the challenge to
overcome a failure’ emerges as a key
connector element, with the largest
number of links to other elements within
the growth mindset. It is emerging as a
high-leverage area of change within the
highest-leverage emotional competency,
namely the growth mindset. So the
ability to get energised when dealing
with adversity has an important
correlation on the ability to develop
the growth mindset, and emotional
competencies more generally.
•	Realising how one’s emotions affect
one’s behaviour underpins selfknowledge. The core element within
this competency is the element that
indicates ‘I recognise how my
emotions affect my behaviour’. This
implies that without this awareness
one’s overall ability in building the
competency of self-knowledge more
generally is reduced.
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As a point of highest
leverage, having a
growth mindset is
emerging as an essential
driver for learning
and development in
emotional competence.

2.2.2 Systems thinking – findings
in detail
A growth mindset is a point of high
leverage. Figure 2.17 is the output from
the systems thinking at headline level. It
represents an overall picture across all
competencies with subsequent casual
loops at individual statement level
exploring each competency separately
(Figures 2.18–2.22).

What surfaces is that most elements loop
back to the growth mindset – making this
an integral/dominant element within the
CLD. This means that as a point of highest
leverage, having a growth mindset is
emerging as an essential driver for
learning and development in emotional
competence. Scoring well here can help
with the ability to make improvements in
other EQ competencies as well.

All the loops within this CLD are based
on a hypothesis of positive reinforcing
feedback loops. For example, if one’s
level of influence increases it positively
affects one’s level of empathy. And as
empathy increases it will increase one’s
level of influence. Conversely, if one has
low empathy levels it will also probably
reduce the level of influence one has and
vice versa.

Energy to overcome a failure is key.
‘I am energised by the challenge to
overcome a failure’ emerges as a key
connector element, with the largest
number of links to other elements within
the growth mindset (Figure 2.18).

The loops in Figure 2.17 were supported
by the underlying data results. And the
growth mindset emerged as the
competency with the most connections
going in and out of it.

This is emerging as a high-leverage area
of change within the highest-leverage
emotional competency, namely the
growth mindset. So the ability to get
energised when dealing with adversity
appears to have an important impact
on the ability to develop a growth
mindset and emotional competencies
more generally.

FIGURE 2.17: Causal loop diagram (CLD) of emotional competencies

Growth mindset
Empathy

Self-knowledge
Influence
Perspective taking
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A growth mindset
is itself an anchor
mindset for emotional
competence and, within
it, the key linking
element is the energy
the person receives
from the challenge to
overcome failure.

As shown in Figure 2.18, ‘I am curious
to learn more about things I do not
understand’ has a positive impact on
‘I am energised by the challenge to
overcome a failure’. The more strongly
one agrees with these statements
and acts on them, the more positive
the feedback to each of them is (ie
two-way feedback). This is a positive
feedback loop.
On the other hand, the level of energy is
reduced by someone who strongly agrees
with the statement and acts on the
assumption that ‘When I fail, I conclude I
do not have the required ability’. The
lower the energy to overcome failure the
more likely that the respondent will ‘feed’
the attitude that if they fail they do not
have the required ability. This is a
negative reinforcing feedback loop.

The data results support the hypothesis,
with an inverse correlation of the
distribution of responses on the
perception of having the required ability
with responses showing how energised
people feel about overcoming failure.
As an example, a high number, 31.13%
of the respondents ‘rarely’ conclude that
they do not have the required ability
when they fail, while only 2% of
respondents thought they ‘rarely’ felt
energised to overcome failure.
A growth mindset is itself an anchor
mindset for emotional competence and,
within it, the key linking element is the
energy the person receives from the
challenge to overcome failure. So, if this
is low, then it has a consequence for all
other elements in this competency and
on the other emotional competencies
more generally.

FIGURE 2.18: CLD of growth mindset
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Recognising how one’s emotions
affect one’s behaviour underpins
self-knowledge. The core element within
this competency is the element that
indicates ‘I recognise how my emotions
affect my behaviour’ (Figure 2.19). This
implies that without this awareness one’s
overall ability for building the
competency of self-knowledge more
generally is reduced. There is a negative
loop between this and ‘People react to
me in ways I do not expect’, which is
supported by the responses obtained.

Both the latter and ‘I can predict how I
will react in new situations’ seem to be
particularly challenging elements within
this competency. Just over two-fifths
(43%) of respondents report that often/
almost always, people react to them in
unexpected ways; while almost a quarter
(24%) of respondents reporting that they
can only occasionally/rarely predict how
they will react in new situations. The
corresponding ‘negative outcome’
percentages for the other three elements
in this competency are 6%, 9% and 10%.

FIGURE 2.19: CLD of self-knowledge

I recognise how my emotions
affect my behaviour
I am mindful of what situations
get an instant reaction out of me
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I do not expect [R]
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There appears to
be no dominant
element necessary
for perspective-taking,
with each element
providing positive
feedback to the others.
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No single factor dominates the
ability for perspective taking,
empathy or influence.

percentage responses for each element
were not at odds with the average
responses – no outliers appeared.

•	
Perspective-taking

The pattern here, however, is different
to that seen for the previous two
competencies examined. There appears
to be no dominant element necessary for
perspective-taking, with each element
providing positive feedback to the others.
There are no negative feedback loops
present within these elements.

All the elements here (Figure 2.20) have
positive links and the results from the
survey are also consistent with this, with
no anomalies apparent in the data. This
means that within each answer and in the
range from rarely true to always true the

FIGURE 2.20: CLD of perspective-taking
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There is one negative
reinforcing loop between
the elements ‘I do not get
involved when people
show strong feelings
at work’ and ‘I notice
non-verbal cues when
listening to others’.

• Empathy
There is no single element/focal point
within this CLD (Figure 2.21).
There is one negative reinforcing loop
between the elements ‘I do not get
involved when people show strong
feelings at work’ and ‘I notice non-verbal
cues when listening to others’.
The negative loop is supported by the
distribution of data, which shows for
example, on ‘I do not get involved when
people show strong feelings at work’,
13% responded ‘Rarely true’, which is

nearly doubled to 24% for ‘Occasionally
true’. Both these levels are materially
higher than for ‘I notice non-verbal cues
when listening to others’ with 3%
responding ‘rarely true’, and 8%
‘occasionally true’.
There is a high level of ‘Not applicable’
responses to ‘I do not get involved…’,
which at 3% is more than double the
range of 0.63% to 1.15% for other answers
in this competency. It may be instructive
to explore if this links to strong feelings
not being shown at all, or respondents
not seeing such incidents as applicable
events to react to.

FIGURE 2.21: CLD of empathy
I am attuned to how
others are feeling

I feel compassion for people
who are struggling at work

I do not get involved
when people show strong
feelings at work [R]

I sense how others are feeling
regardless of what they are saying

I notice non-verbal cues
when listening to others
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There may be a
question as to whether
respondents believe
they are tailoring
communication yet
in reality are simply
stating the facts.

2. Level of EQ in a digital age

•	Influence
There is no single dominant element in
this competency (Figure 2.22).
There is a proposed negative loop
between ‘I tailor my communication to
the person I am trying to influence’ and
‘I rely on rational arguments when trying
to persuade others’. In other words, the
more likely one is to rely on rational
arguments, the less likely one is to tailor
messages to a specific individual.
This is not, however, supported by the
results with, for example, results for both
these elements showing that this is
‘mostly/always true of them’. Higher
scores should be expected in ‘rarely true
of me’ for the latter reverse-scored
element, yet the response of 2.34% is
within the range of the other ‘normal’
scoring elements of 2.19–2.57%.
In effect, respondents appear to believe
that when trying to influence others,
it is possible to simultaneously tailor
ones’ approach to a particular individual

without any impact on the rigour of the
rational arguments. So one may ask
whether respondents accept the potential
for tension between these two elements.
‘Tailoring’, by its nature, requires
emphasising a particular view of the
information to highlight specific aspects.
This process can introduce, for example,
the potential for simplification/omission
that could challenge the completeness or
accuracy of a rational argument.
So there may be a question as to whether
respondents believe they are tailoring
communication yet in reality are simply
stating the facts. It is not a bad thing to
state the facts of course, and it is certainly
not acceptable to be deliberately
misleading with the facts in the name of
‘tailoring’. But in a world of uncertainty,
influencing often requires an approach
that goes further than being merely
rationally correct and logically sound. It is
unclear whether that aspect is sufficiently
in evidence in the respondents’
influencing styles.

FIGURE 2.22: CLD of influence

I tailor my communication to the
person I am trying to influence
I learn about the needs
of people I am trying
to gain support from
I rely on rational arguments when
trying to persuade others [R]
I first work on building
trust when trying to
influence others
I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them
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EQ can be developed
and improved over time.
The more one focuses
on it, the better one can
get, a bit like developing
a muscle for improving
physical performance.

2.3 LEVEL OF EQ IN A DIGITAL AGE –
OVERALL TAKEAWAYS
•	
A growth mindset matters: this
emotional competency emerges as a
key enabler for the development of
emotional competencies more generally
and is a point of high leverage. Often
the big barrier is not lack of analytical
capability, but fear of the unknown,
and dealing with that is an emotional
response linked with this competency.
•	
A growth mindset is positively
correlated with being at work: the
stretching of abilities involved with
performing in the workplace correlates
with higher capabilities in tackling and
overcoming new challenges.
•	
Experience can be a key enabler: the
evidence indicates that higher scores
for many competencies may be
correlated with the level of exposure to
situations requiring such competencies,

with members scoring more favourably
than students more than twice as often
as the reverse. This competency could
increase with exposure over time, or it
could relate to exposure to an
environment where that competency
was particularly needed.
• E
 Q can be learned: it is not a magic
trick. Like other competencies, it can
be developed and improved over
time. The more one focuses on it,
the better one can get, a bit like
developing a muscle for improving
physical performance.
•	
EQ is an under-used asset for
influencing others: there is more
room to use emotions as a tool for
influencing. When seeking to influence
others, rational arguments are not the
only basis for conversations with
successful outcomes.
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3.1 SUMMARY FINDINGS
•	
The impact of technological change
is anticipated to increase: more
respondents expected that technology
would have a large/very large effect than
expected a slight/no effect. Importantly,
this gap widened considerably when
comparing views about the present
with views about likely developments
10 years in the future.
• S
 ix key areas of impact: these were
identified on the basis of the potential
for involving EQ in dealing with them.
The areas covered are:
o change readiness
o increased diversity
o ethics and beliefs
o cognition and learning
o human–machine interaction

•	
Examples of EQ impact
o	
Change readiness: empathy is needed to deal with technology-related
job-losses and a growth mindset helps to overcome fear of change.
o Increased diversity: perspective-taking enables one to understand the
viewpoints of a wider pool of stakeholders in a digital age.
o E
 thics and beliefs: these influence advocating an ethical approach to
technology adoption, and self-knowledge helps in setting boundaries and
ensuring quality of life in an ‘always-on’ environment.
o C
 ognition and learning: a growth mindset enables one to challenge
tribalism and self-knowledge helps to cut out the ‘noise’ and know one’s
priorities in an era of fast reactions and high volume.
o Human–machine interaction: EQ enables one to prevent loss of control
amid the increasing role of machines, and a growth mindset facilitates
extracting value and potential insights from interactions.
o	
Shifting power: softer (rather than directive) forms of influencing are needed
in a less hierarchical, digital, workplace, and a growth mindset enables the
ability to navigate new ways of working that may challenge the status quo.

o shifting power.
• I ntegrated need: all emotional
competencies are required in a
balanced way to deal with the impact
areas mentioned above, with the growth
mindset featuring in many instances.
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Full-time students
had an above-average
expectation of the extent
of this technology-led
impact, both now and
in the future.

3.2 FINDINGS IN DETAIL
3.2.1 Importance of EQ in a digital age
This section explores the emerging
impact of EQ in a digital age. The
underlying premise is that technology has
and will continue to have a significant
impact on the way accountants work, now
and in the future. In addition to this being
a long-standing view of ACCA and many
others in the profession, it is also borne
out by the survey results.

The gap between (Figure 3.1) those who
thought technology would have a slight/
no effect on their work versus those who
thought it would have a large/very large
effect widened considerably – when
comparing the present and 10 years’
time. This suggests an expectation of
intensifying impact from technology trends.
Furthermore, full-time students had an
above-average expectation of the extent
of this technology-led impact (Figures
3.2a, 3.2b), both now and in the future.

FIGURE 3.1: Effect of technological change on how you work, now and in 10 years
82%

NET: Slight / no effect
NET: Large /
Very large effect

33%

28%

5%
Now

10 years

FIGURE 3.2a: Effect of technological change on how you work now,
by employment status
37%

Full-time student
33%

Self-employed
Working in a part/full-time
accounting or finance role
Working in a part/full-time
non-accounting or finance role

NET: Large /
Very large effect

32%
31%
Overall average = 33%

FIGURE 3.2b: Effect of technological change on how you will work
in 10 years, by employment status
87%

Full-time student
85%

Self-employed
Working in a part/full-time
accounting or finance role
Working in a part/full-time
non-accounting or finance role

NET: Large /
Very large effect

82%
81%
Overall average = 82%
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Public sector
respondents were less
likely to cite technologyled disruption, whether
now or in the future –
which may reflect
slower adoption rates
and awareness.

When looking across sectors (Figures
3.3a, 3.3b), the picture is a little more
varied. SMPs scored highly for the
technology disruption they are facing
now, perhaps linked to technologies such
as the cloud that are now being adopted
by many in the sector.

On the other hand, the Big Four practices
and large financial services respondents
scored particularly highly when looking to
the future, possibly in the expectation
that current (often significant) technology
investments will produce returns. Public
sector respondents were less likely to cite
technology-led disruption, whether now
or in the future – which may reflect slower
adoption rates and awareness.

FIGURE 3.3a: Effect of technological change on how you work now,
by sector

NET: Large /
Very large effect
38%

Small or medium-sized practice (SMP)
Financial services – large

37%

Big Four accounting firm

37%

Other international accounting firm

33%

Not-for-profit

33%
31%

Financial services – small / medium sized

30%

Corporate sector – large
Public sector

29%

Corporate sector – small / medium sized

29%

Mid-tier accounting firm

24%
Overall average = 33%

FIGURE 3.3b: Estimate the effect of technological change on how
you will work in 10 years

NET: Large /
Very large effect
89%

Big Four accounting firm
87%

Financial services – large
Mid-tier accounting firm

85%

Financial services – small / medium sized

85%

Corporate sector – large

82%

Corporate sector – small / medium sized

82%
81%

Small or medium-sized practice (SMP)
Other international accounting firm

78%

Not-for-profit

78%

Public sector

74%
Overall average = 82%
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Key areas of overlap
were identified, ie
where a specific impact
of digitalisation could
particularly relate to
emotional competencies
and behaviours.

3.2.2 Specific EQ impact areas in a
digital age
ACCA’s existing research and in-house
knowledge was supplemented with
expert views from technology futurists to
form an initial basis for analysis. Key areas
of overlap were identified, ie where a
specific impact of digitalisation could
particularly relate to emotional
competencies and behaviours.
From this assessment, as we saw in section
3.1, six key areas of impact were identified:
• change readiness
• increased diversity
• ethics and beliefs
• cognition and learning
• human-machine interaction
• shifting power.
These areas were evaluated to identify
emotional competencies most often
viewed as having high priority for
managing their impact. This evaluation
was based on experiential observations
drawn from workshops involving a range
of professional accountants from around
the world.

The emotional competencies considered
in this section are growth mindset,
self-knowledge, perspective-taking,
empathy, and influence. The workshops
included more generally one’s sense of
identity (overlaps with growth mindset
and willingness to see oneself in new
ways beyond what one may currently be
doing) and adaptability (overlaps with
perspective-taking and willingness to see
things in different ways, and flexing to
tackle different situations).
It is important to recognise that an
integrated approach is required, with
all emotional competencies being
harnessed in a balanced way to deal with
the impact areas mentioned above,
although the growth mindset did feature
in many instances.
The following section outlines the main
areas where certain competencies were
most often referenced – whether during
the workshops or in other desk research/
analysis/discussions conducted during
this research.
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Change readiness
Conceptually, dealing with change is
not new for professional accountants.
But operating in a digital environment
heightens the pace of change because
technology is driven by a strong positive
feedback loop – access to better
technology increases development speed.
This speed may enable rapid scaling
using cloud technologies, for example,
which may alter the economics and
growth possibilities of a small to mediumsized practice. Having the emotional
competency of a growth mindset may
make the difference between seizing this
as an opportunity to expand or to letting
things carry on as before.
In the workshop discussions, the ability to
stretch and redefine one’s identity in the
face of new challenges, ie a growth
mindset, was referenced on many
occasions and relates to engaging
constructively with the fear of change.
Furthermore, digital technology makes
transformational change much more

possible. A company using 3D printing
may be able to customise for particular
needs at scale. This directly challenges
the old choice of high margin–low volume
or vice versa. As a result, accountants may
need to understand what this means for
profitability and revenue forecasts.
Similarly, an AI-based company may have
a very different view of the value of its
machine. If the machine gets better as it
‘learns’ from more and more data,
conventional norms around diminishing
value over time may be questioned or at
least revisited.
The common thread is that professional
accountants, in their interactions with
customers, suppliers and internal
business partners, will need to challenge
existing assumptions, whether implicit or
explicit. They will also need to understand
situations from the perspective of
stakeholders in an evolving marketplace.
This calls on an emotional capacity for
adaptability and the perspective-taking, to
see things from a viewpoint which might
be different to one’s natural starting point.

‘It’s a threat in the sense you’ll get non-bank financial intermediaries
competing…The big banks traditionally used to hold that high water
mark…I’m also building up my IT knowledge, which I probably should
have done. And so do my staff…to be able to A, handle how to use that
technology but B, yes, what does it actually mean?...[to] become an IT
generalist as well’.
‘…where the accounting and finance function really plays a pivotal
role [is] in shaping the P&L and guiding it through the strategy plan
and delivery of the annual plan and the targets…Well one of the things
we found [was that you] you need to overcome challenges and stretch
yourself when you talk about the change’.
‘…start thinking for business as opposed to thinking I’m only just the
tax [specialist]…they’re so specialised to the point where they cannot
step out of that zone. And so therefore, when there is a change or when
there are technological advancements, it’s not the technology that’s a
threat. It’s their own [growth] mindset in terms of the fact that they
don’t [learn] how to apply on a strategic level’.
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At a human level,
showing warmth and
understanding in
recognising the fears
that many may be
experiencing goes a long
way in winning trust.

Another dimension of change that
emerged in the research was whether,
in a digital age, one would be better
placed to add value by being a specialist
in one area, or by adopting a more
generalist path. This in itself is not a new
dilemma – but in a digital context,
concerns about rapid change can make
these questions more pertinent. Two
narratives emerged here.

a particular client. And therefore a
specialist skill set was suggested as being
more ‘future proof’.

There was one view that during rapid
change, as threats and opportunities
multiply with technology-led acceleration,
natural evolution suggests that it is more
important to change quickly than to be
able to maximise the potential of an
existing environment. A generalist skill
set is more useful for this.

One of the most challenging elements of
dealing with change is managing the
messaging to those involved. In the
context of technology-driven change this
is doubly important because there can
often be a surrounding narrative of
restructuring or job-losses.

The contrary view was that there is a trend
is for technology to take over roles that
do not have a customised or bespoke
element. In other words, if it is replicable,
it is automatable. And specialist skills
map more often to customised output
specific to a particular situation: for
example, for interpreting to the needs of

The course of action taken by an
individual ultimately depends on their
view of what suits their expectations, skills
and personality the best – which relies
heavily on the emotional competency of
self-knowledge.

Empathy is extremely important here.
At a human level, showing warmth and
understanding in recognising the fears
that many may be experiencing goes a
long way in winning trust. This can also
ultimately affect the business outcome
by reducing a needless exodus of staff,
who may assume, owing to poor
communication, that there is no future
for them in the organisation.

‘For me, it’s always going to be about…empathy because… if you take
a step back…we’ve got all this change and people respond differently
to that change…and influence…so not just ramming change down
someone’s throat but getting people’s buy-in for that’.
‘…if you look five years down the line or ten years down the line when
there will be more AI and more technology, more automated in terms of
the way we do the basic accounting…so it will be more the [ability to]
adapt that will be prevalent for accountants…’.
‘…maybe tax and some other complex [tasks] which will still be done
by humans and can’t really be automated because of the decisionmaking and thinking and strategies required in that. But it will be
highly specialised areas like centres of excellence’.
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Increased diversity
Higher levels of diversity require a greater
ability to deal with that which is different
or new in a way that is respectful,
constructive and genuinely considerate.
The parameters for what is different/new
clearly vary depending on the individual
and their environment.

A participant described differences in
perceptions of what constitute acceptable
levels of data sharing and publicly
posting information about oneself online.
The concern was that junior co-workers
might extend that approach to sharing
business data, for example with junior
peers of theirs at a client.

Technology enables wider, often global,
interactions, for example where a finance
team is split with part of it maintained as
an in-house function, and the rest being
incorporated into a shared service centre
on the other side of the world. This can
create possibilities for disconnections
between people who may differ in race,
gender, orientation, cultural norms or
something else. In some instances, these
can create serious conflicts, but often they
are the source of ‘micro-aggressions’.

In addition to this divide between digital
natives and adopters, even within similar
demographic groups, technology can
create barriers between those who are
creators or facilitators (more familiar with
latest digital tools and techniques) and
less confident users.

These everyday sources of friction may
be intended or unintended. Either way,
they are no less serious and damaging
to morale, undermining the sense of
being valued and having a common
purpose, and eventually damaging
business outcomes.
Levels of digital ‘savvy’ also appeared as
a factor driving diversity in the workforce.
Workshop respondents describe this is as
often being correlated with age. The
younger demographic has a
fundamentally different relationship with
technology to that of older co-workers.

In all the above, a common theme that
emerged in relation to emotional
competencies was perspective-taking,
with the outward manifestation of this
being the way in which one
communicates with another person. This
competency relates to a couple of
different aspects of behaviour.
One is of being adaptable following
personal learning – in other words, being
open to readjusting one’s concept of
what is acceptable once in the receipt of
new information. Closely related to this is
the ability to see things from the
viewpoint of others. The challenge here is
the recognition that accommodating
others’ views does not necessarily or
automatically mean agreement with them.

‘…with the diversity of opinion, we had [self-knowledge] as a big one
because you as an individual need to know what you stand for with all
these opinions coming in from various places’.
‘…big challenge is to remove the blinkers. When [new joiners] start
working, they’re set in their mind that accounting is this and this…but
when you work in an organisation where you have to work with other
departments, [such as] marketing and logistics, you’ve got to remove
your blinkers and appreciate the challenges of each of the other sides’.
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The ability to find
common ground and
common purpose
within the diversity of
ideas presented is more
important than ever
before, and perspectivetaking is needed to
achieve this.

In a technology-led world, there is
exposure to too much diversity of opinion
to be able to agree with every view. So
the ability to find common ground and
common purpose within the diversity of
ideas presented is more important than
ever before, and perspective-taking is
needed to achieve this. And to find
common ground with others, it is
necessary to understand one’s own
position and the reasons for it, which
involves self-knowledge.
Diversity in the workplace also extends to
variety in operating models. The
traditional model of coming into a fixed
office location to work for a defined
number of hours is already competing
with other models in many countries.
These range from working-from-home to
using third-party locations – many
start-ups are renting workspaces as and
when needed, rather than being locked
into long-term office lease agreements.
An industry has sprung up to service
co-working, where one can hire anything
from a desk next to professionals from
other organisations, to a bigger office
space for a larger team.

Looking ahead, it is not impossible to
foresee a world where professionals are
engaged for specific projects, and teams
are formed and disbanded in an agile
way based on business need. This is
already happening to an extent, and may
be at odds with some organisational
cultures, which are based on the notion of
a more stable organisation chart.
As a corollary, the relationships one builds
with peers, and those who are more senior
or junior (with these words being linked
more to roles and skills in a specific project
rather than position on an organisation
chart) will require perspective-taking. This
is because one may frequently find
oneself working with new people in a new
team, and productivity will depend on
being able to understand quickly where
others are coming from.
An early experiment based on blockchain
technology attempted to create a
decentralised autonomous organisation
(DAO) with some elements of activity
directed via technology rather than
through human reporting lines and
management. It was promptly hacked,

‘So if you have someone who has no interest in work-from-home
[arrangements] as the leader in an organisation with a flexibility
policy, they’re not really going to drive flexibility. And even if you go
and apply for it, you’ll get the vibe that, we don’t really want you to do
this. So there needs to be an element of empathy around understanding
why that policy is in place and what it’s trying to drive’.
‘…it’s around communication skills, being able to communicate
effectively with the wider business in a language that they’d understand.
So removing the technical jargon and just keeping it simple’.
‘…we found it with [some of] our staff, it’s quite jarring to some people
when I say, “you actually have to get out and talk to people”…[they
say] “that’s not what I signed up for in the accounting profession”…
well, sorry, that’s where it’s going’.
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A considered and
targeted communication
style that is honest and
consistent over time,
was cited as extremely
powerful in a time-poor
crowded digital age.

and the business was defrauded of
millions, but it remains an idea for
further experimentation.
While workshop participants
overwhelmingly voted perspective-taking
as their top choice for tackling the
challenges of increasing diversity in a
digital age, two other competencies
featured in the discussions. These are in
some ways mirror images of each other,
namely self-knowledge and empathy.
Greater diversity can be a source of
insecurity and anxiety among those who
are less accustomed to dealing with
heterogeneous groups. Self-knowledge
was highlighted as important for
recognising the effects this was having on
oneself, in order to confront and deal
with it properly. And empathy was cited
as helpful for recognising the impact that
one’s discomfort may be having on others.
Another strand of discussion explored
whether in the context of dealing with a
wider diversity of people, it mattered
whether one was an introvert or an
extrovert. At first glance, it would seem
that extroverts are more likely to build

bridges of communication with a wider
pool of individuals, while introverts
would retreat into their shell and find
it more difficult in an environment of
increasing diversity and more
stakeholders to deal with.
In fact, the experiences of workshop
participants suggested that this is not
necessarily the case. Extroverts and
introverts are just as likely to be
emotionally intelligent or unintelligent.
Examples were cited where extroverts
struggled to build credible relationships,
because they had not invested time
in building trust and understanding
their stakeholders properly (this is linked
to empathy).
Being comfortable with socialising and
speaking up is not automatically the
same thing as communicating effectively,
with the right stakeholders at the right
time in the right way. A considered and
targeted communication style that is
honest and consistent over time, was
cited as extremely powerful in a timepoor crowded digital age, where fewer
high-value interactions are often valued
more than multiple shallow ones.

‘It also speaks of the ability to identify self-awareness. And some
people…it’s their way or the highway…and application is the ability
to dance to the different audiences that you have or the scenarios that
you’re presented with…it can be very tiring, but it’s essential’.
‘Our data analytics guy, he gave me about 40 pages of stuff, and
I [said] “how do you make something like this translate to the
[perspective of the] board?”’.
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Ethics and beliefs
Professional accountants are expected to
bring the highest ethical standards to
their work and their dealings with others.
And with the new or less-understood
ambiguities that digital technology can
bring, their ability to be the ethical
conscience of the organisation holds
great importance.

situations. It is increasingly the case that
algorithms are being used for various
decision-making processes. Algorithms
learn by being fed with data. And, as a
result, one of the most immediate risks
for accountant ethics is on the
International Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants (IESBA) fundamental
principle of objectivity.

Beliefs, in this context, are what
individuals hold as values that are dear to
themselves. These may be, but are not
necessarily, linked to analytical or rational
reasons. They could be linked, for
example, to deeply held fundamental
belief systems or preferences.

A recruitment algorithm that short-lists
people with the characteristics of
previously successful candidates is
cost-effective, particularly for highvolume, high-churn roles where there is a
need to sift through large number of
applicants quickly – and may be
championed by the operational head. But
this is inherently biased against
candidates with non-traditional profiles,
as they are not represented in the data
fed to the algorithm. This is a challenge
for driving an equality agenda. And a
finance leader in such an organisation
may need to consider where to draw the
line on allowing a business process to
continue unchallenged.

There is a control dimension to the role of
professional accountants. They need to
be able to ensure that processes, systems
and strategy do not compromise the
organisation’s ability to operate in an
ethical manner.
A discussion theme that emerged in the
workshops was the idea of where
responsibility resides for ethics in certain

‘…we’ve got a lot of information from different sources; maybe we need
to make a judgement. So why do people keep on giving me this source?
What is the purpose? What is the motive? Do they want to paint a
certain picture of something? …as a professional accountant we need…
self-knowledge, to understand [how we may be manipulated]…’.
‘…with the help of technology we can do things and process tasks
relatively efficiently but whether [we think] this is good is a question
where we need [self-knowledge]…will likely impact our ethical
judgement and especially beliefs not just ethical judgement’.
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The ability to
compellingly affect,
inspire, and encourage
everyone to do well is as
much about emotion as
rational argument.

When does the decision sit with the
algorithm, and when does the control/
oversight of the finance professional need
to exert itself? This is tricky, particularly
given the pressures on the finance leader
to be seen as a business partner with
commercial acumen. Acting ethically
involves meeting much stricter
requirements than just meeting minimum
regulatory requirements.
The emotional competency of influence
plays a key role here. The ability to
compellingly affect, inspire, and
encourage everyone to do well is as much
about emotion as rational argument. The
ability to influence colleagues not to see
situations as binary choices (‘we can do
this’ versus ‘we cannot’), but rather as
opportunities for long-term gain and
sustainable out-performance, is reliant
very much on emotional connection. In
the recruitment case discussed above,
purely rational arguments will not work
anyway as the ‘business case’ is likely to
be stacked in favour of the algorithm.

The growth mindset also featured in some
of the discussions, particularly where the
ability to be ethical is compromised by a
lack of understanding of the digital issues.
One workshop participant made the
point that often the barrier is emotional,
involving summoning the energy to deal
with something not seen before. Any
technical/analytical barriers appear only
after that, and in any case there is usually
no need to be well versed in all the
technological details (the IT team can
assist with that). The requirement is to
avoid ‘switching off’ because it is outside
one’s immediately familiar area. Taking
cybersecurity as an example, ransomware
is in principle the same as a physical
kidnapping – steal an asset and threaten
repercussions unless there is payment
– but is viewed sometimes as being more
complicated than it is.
In the context of beliefs, the most
commonly cited emotional competency
was self-knowledge. This is perhaps not
surprising, as an individual’s beliefs are
inherent to their sense of self.

‘…you need to separate regulation into two parts. One is the
compliance part of it, which you need to automate as fast as possible
because it’s too much to do for a human being. And then once you’ve
finished the compliance part of it, you also look at what is the
underlying part...the ethics, making society and humanity a better
place. That, you cannot automate. So the output of your compliance
then must inform decision-making, a more ethically conscious
perspective. And that is where the human empathy needs to come
in because if you don’t do that, you could be complying with all the
regulations, but [it] doesn’t achieve the purpose’.
‘…as an accounting profession how can we make sure that our
members are working harder to say, “I’m not just going to use what the
algorithm sends me but I’m going to make sure that I’m learning from
different people and different areas as well so that we stay up to date
with as many different bits of information and trends as possible”.
Yes, and there’s an ethics bit, underpinning all of that’.
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Self-knowledge emerged
as central to being able
to protect oneself and
define boundaries that
were appropriate to
one’s belief system.

One of the areas in the context of
technology was assumptions/
expectations about the meaning or
purpose of life and the nature of
fulfilment. Leaving aside the philosophical
aspects, the underlying question related
to the nature/meaning of technology-led
progress. While respondents’ views were
generally in favour of embracing digital
technologies, some questioned whether
‘easier means better’ and whether
technology solved some problems only to
create others. This linked to questions
about an ‘always-on’ work culture
enabled by technology and the impact on
personal relationships and mental health.
Self-knowledge emerged as central to
being able to protect oneself and define
boundaries that were appropriate to one’s
belief system. Quality of life in a digital
age straddles questions about one’s
beliefs regarding non-financial value.

As a related point, belief about the
essential value of humanity was also
referenced in relation to the value of
technology. There are certain situations
where some people prefer human
involvement regardless of technological
benefits, such as where customers spend
more on hand-made rather than machinemade goods because they value the
individuality of each item.
The final dimension around selfknowledge and beliefs pertained to
whether one can trust technology. It is
possible to spend more on aggressive
internet marketing for ‘green washing’,
to manage perceptions, than on actual
environmentally sustainable initiatives.
Again, self-knowledge plays a pivotal role
in the extent to which participants claimed
they were willing, or not, to give the benefit
of doubt to technology. This also has links
to the area of scepticism and the ability to
interrogate facts to an appropriate level.

‘…all these technologies...helped us so much cutting the time of us
doing the processing…why are we still working [long] hours?’
‘…[no matter how much technology there is] nothing beats actually
picking up the phone and giving a call or even meeting up with
the person… and not put it in an email and that gets sort of
misconstrued…it’s [an] investment in time but [there is] the return
of investment by the ability to avoid a more challenging or defensive
discussion going forward’.
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Cognition and learning
A lot has been said about the cognitive
capabilities of machines in an AI-driven
world. But what about the way humans
will learn in this new world?
Several trends are relevant here, some of
which admittedly sound like science
fiction. They may also at first glance seem
less relevant to the world of accountancy,
but they affect the wider operating
environment and are useful to bear in
mind. And they are not as disconnected
from scientific reality as one might assume.
Biotech-IT convergence, the augmented
human and trans-humanism aim to push
the boundaries of what human beings are
capable of. For example, ‘active skin’
technology has the potential to treat
humans’ skin as a direct data source.
Such data gathering can extend to direct
measurement of blood chemistry and
nerve signals, forecast to evolve first via
membranes and then via tiny implants.

Tracing this back to the current reality,
human performance is already benefiting
from greater input of information derived
from wearable technology capable of
providing real-time data on a range of
health metrics. So this is not
unprecedented in practice.
There is also research in progress
exploring the potential for step-change
improvements in global health, with its
related cognitive impacts, linked to
disease cure, longevity and food security.
One example is greater access to new
high-protein food sources such as insects.
Greater capability requires greater
self-knowledge to leverage it properly, ie
the capacity to recognise the feelings and
motivations that underlie and drive one’s
actions. As one’s inherent traits evolve or,
perhaps, fundamentally transform, relating
that responsibly to one’s priorities and
motivations will matter more in achieving
the intended benefits of technology. This
could be the difference between stepchange progress and dystopian chaos.

‘…now we’re training [fewer] of our juniors on the basics of debits and
credits because that will be sorted out automatically…so what we’re
focusing on is actually the data…training three months intensively
[with real] client data…[say] e-analyse the trend of this [payroll data]
using all the top tech software we have. You present to the partner
group what you found on this, what are the issues, as an auditor how
do we target the area. So they’re not getting trained in the basics now
which scares me as a traditional practitioner. But then, it’s powerful
when [they share] analytical results out to us…because it’s the other
way, before the partners were training the juniors. Now they spend
[time] in a [training] lab and present to us what’s there. It’s really
powerful in a way’.
‘In terms of the new hires…we’re hiring people who have got some
business skills but have also got a minor in IT or they’re historians…
they’re good at data mining or taking a qualitative view based on
some quantitative and some qualitative elements to it…so the pools in
which we are fishing now for our graduate hires have changed quite
dramatically…the way in which we develop them from the outset,
adding that sort of human experience point into their learning is quite
a different picture now to how it was two years ago or five years ago
and I think we’re going to be looking at a very different picture along
the same sort of trajectory in five years’ time’.
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Although technology can
manipulate cognition
in the background,
lack of EQ manifests
in the foreground
through frustrated or
misguided interactions
between people.

Closer to current reality, professional
accountants are already dealing with
challenges to effective cognition in a
digital age. Social media tribes enable
people with similar views to gather in the
same online forums/chat rooms. And in
this echo chamber cognitive abilities are
reduced by the lack of active challenge
and genuine informed debate.

Discussions in workshops highlighted
situations where for example, a chief
financial officer (CFO) had to develop a
greater understanding of how to manage
communications on social media. This
was particularly important where the
brand, and in some cases even the share
price of the organisation, was affected by
what was said about it on social media.

In addition to such choices, cognitive
tribalism is also encouraged by filter
bubbles where the algorithm actively
guesses what an individual wants to see
in search results, and excludes, without
permission from or visibility for the user,
alternative information. These automated
back-end filters are based on past
preferences, ‘likes’ etc.

Although technology can manipulate
cognition in the background, lack of EQ
manifests in the foreground through
frustrated or misguided interactions
between people. And this has been
caused by cognitive confusion, the seeds
of which may have been sown by rogue
use of technology.

Confusingly, these algorithms, which are
manipulating people, can themselves be
manipulated by fake people or ‘bots’.
This can result in traffic being directed
towards certain types of content, to give
a false impression of where the interest
lies. And if this happens on a large scale it
can thereafter drive real people to that
content. So the learning could be
manipulated by technology on various
levels without those involved realising it.

The need for a growth mindset in for
interrogating the information placed in
front of one emerged as a common
theme. The point here is that one cannot
passively learn from everything that one is
exposed to. One has to exercise a degree
of choice in what one chooses to absorb.
And this requires stretching oneself and
challenging the information with which
one comes in contact.

‘I think the biggest problem that I find with middle management is
that majority of them are still very accounting-focused and get point
specialised. And while we have really good people that are businessfriendly, I think everybody needs [a growth mindset] to start looking at
being business leaders’.
‘…for a lot of the work that I did as a graduate now there’s a robot to
do it. And is that a good thing or a bad thing?...on the positive side
that’s fantastic, because I can then go on and do other work. But then
are you also missing some of those fundamentals that I look back on
now and I [think], I didn’t love it at the time but I have a really clear
understanding of how that works so it now helps me with other things.
So that’s something to think about as well’.
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The ability to
convincingly put forward
an alternative view that
inspires, encourages
and counters other
sources of information
requires the audience
to feel a level of
emotional engagement.

The emotional competency of influence
when dealing with stakeholders also
featured in the workshop discussions.
This was in the context of not losing
control of the narrative as a result of what
was being learned or taught.
As an example, consider a situation
where there might be negative views
circulating about the organisation/
department, whether in internal forums or
more widely on the internet. The ability to
convincingly put forward an alternative
view that inspires, encourages and
counters other sources of information
requires the audience to feel a level of
emotional engagement. This can be a key
driver for their prioritising what one says
against what that audience might learn
from elsewhere.
Other cognitive challenges discussed
included the ability to communicate
meaningfully in an environment of fast
reactions and superficial judgements.
One concern related to excessive reliance
on short-form messages, with an upper
limit on characters available to express
oneself, and the resultant loss of meaning

and nuance. Also, the sheer volume of
information to be consumed was
perceived as presenting a clear risk to
understanding. With reference to the
previously mentioned generalist vs.
specialist point, what emerged was that
regardless of which direction one took,
the amount of information for both
continues to increase exponentially.
Both the speed and volume of
information emphasised the need for
greater self-knowledge. This was
principally in the sense of needing to
understand what one is trying to achieve
in the middle of all the ‘noise’ and being
able to use that as a guide for deciding
the key messages to get across when
needing to communicate faster, or what
information to ignore when dealing with
more volume than before.
On a different note, an area where
influence was deemed a relevant
competency was in handling the narrative
around the impact of automation on
accountancy skills and learning priorities.
Taking ownership of the narrative here
and explaining the proposition of

‘If you think about 50, 60 years ago, we consumed the equivalent of
a newspaper, 20 years later it was equivalent to five newspapers,
and now it’s more than 100 newspapers, trying to consume all of that
within a day. Our brains haven’t evolved enough to handle it. And so…
how do we manage that, how do we filter out and then use the most
important bits to drive better outcomes?’
‘And then we also found that influence is very much needed when
you talk about change in terms of first of all believing yourself and
at the same point of time, influencing others to believe in where as a
profession you are going’.
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The more common
manifestation of the
growth mindset tends
to be about not fearing
technology and the digital
age – and embracing
the learning of new
technologies and tools as
part of stretching oneself.

professional accountants in terms of
their value-added skill set was viewed
as dependent on influencing in a
convincing way.
Participants could see the rational
argument here very quickly (eg focus on
higher-value skills and let automation
handle repetitive tasks), but the point
being made was that this aspect goes
beyond the rational argument. It is about
being able to affect, inspire and
compellingly encourage the current and
next generation of professional
accountants to see the opportunities.
A different twist on the concept of the
growth mindset is the need for a
balanced approach, particularly for newer
entrants to the profession. The more
common manifestation of the growth
mindset tends to be about not fearing
technology and the digital age – and
embracing the learning of new
technologies and tools as part of
stretching oneself. But balance is needed
to ensure that core fundamentals
continue alongside embracing new ways
of working. Participants’ view was that
newer entrants needed to have strong

engagement with the technological tools
and to use them effectively to complete
their tasks.
Meanwhile, the perceived risk was a lack of
full clarity on what was happening under
the surface because it is not necessary to
do these tasks manually from first
principles any more. So a growth mindset
for these people involves challenging
themselves on existing fundamentals as
well as in relation to new information.
AI is making large impacts on various
aspects of learning within the professions,
not only by automating routine
transactions and data processing but also
by affecting more cognitive elements,
such as learning to deal with natural
language processing using deep learning.
But certain emotional competencies such
as empathy continued to be flagged as
relatively difficult for AI to replicate.
Empathy benefits greatly from the
first-hand experience of actually being
human and at present it remains difficult
to replicate that with high fidelity using
advanced analyses and the modelling of
bulk behaviours.

‘…they have been doing audit for a number of years…got a lot more
data mining opportunity at [their] fingertips. They’re going to be
presented with a load of data that they’ve not really had to work for…
they’ve pressed a few buttons, they’ve followed the algorithms and
then they’ll say well here it is, here’s the answer…no that’s [just] what
the numbers say but these are the other external influences that you
need to look at’.
‘We’re finding our accountants are using a lot of robotics to do their
audit work now. For example, they’ll just download our systems of
data and process it through their own models and come up with a
confidence level to say that’s materially accurate rather than going
through and ticking and bashing like they used to do’.
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Human–machine interaction
The default assumption about emotional
intelligence is that it relates to human
behaviour and, by extension, to
interactions between humans. Looking
ahead, though, it looks likely that humans
will be interacting more frequently with
machines as well (even more than we
already are).
This isn’t necessarily about headlinegrabbing images of a robotic butler
bringing us coffee on a breakfast tray. At
a more practical level, it is possible, for
example, to explain one’s risk profile via
an interactive chat with a chatbot on a
website, respond to tailored questions
that factor in previous responses in the
conversation, and receive an ‘answer’ of
some sort at the end. That answer could
be a recommendation on how to invest
one’s assets across stocks, bonds and
bank deposits.
While interacting with a machine is not
new, the historic relationship has been
about ‘operating’ a machine, rather than
interacting with it in the sense that machine
intelligence is involved. This is therefore a
relatively new aspect and presents some
issues that are still becoming understood
as the technology matures.
While it is theoretically possible for all
emotional competencies to play some
part in such interactions, the discussions
in the ACCA workshops revealed how
difficult it can be to see the applicability
of some of them. In particular, the idea of

empathising with a machine, or trying to
see something from its viewpoint
(perspective-taking) did understandably
seem outside the boundaries of what
could be envisaged at present.
On the other hand, the growth mindset
featured as a relevant emotional
competency for dealing with this impact
area. In the face of new and untested norms
for interactions, having a greater ability to
deal with new challenges is relevant.
For example, AI can be used to create
immersive experiences such as virtual
reality (VR) to test emotional boundaries.
This method is being used to help
people overcome phobias such as fear of
spiders. In the accountancy context, using
VR to create virtual environments that
simulate activities such as stock-taking
can create realistic working environments.
Having a growth mindset can open one
up to the opportunities presented and
increase effectiveness.
Another emotional competency that
emerged from the workshops on multiple
occasions was influence. Concern with this
may stem from an underlying fear of loss of
control in the human–machine interactions.
AI is increasingly getting to ‘know’ us.
It is recognising shapes, and new more
flexible machines are increasingly being
found in direct contact with people,
such as in self-driving cars, loading
packages into trucks, and identifying
individuals in crowds.

‘…if you are going to [use] a technology that you inherit, you cannot
just take it and say OK, somebody created this 15 years ago. It’s
supposed to work. You are going to ask, why did it work this way?
How did it come…[to be] this way? I think that is quite useful in our
current generation.’
‘…we did a review of reports for an organisation…they keep doing this
report on a monthly basis, lots of time, lots of effort. And when you traced
it to see which ones were being used, just over 20% of all the reports
were being used…[waste] a lot of time generating and creating this.’
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need to influence the
environment within
which these human–
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occur, in order to
avoid unintended
consequences.
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There are also going to be many more
of them, with worldwide annual sales of
industrial robots set to pass 350,000
and perhaps 100,000 for professional
services robots (logistics, defence,
milking and general farming, medical,
construction and demolition, PR of
various sorts, exoskeletons).
The AI tool of a leading social media
platform responds to 4bn translation
requests a day. A leading e-commerce
website has made great strides in
developing an interactive assistant that
can eventually help one do everything
from booking meetings with colleagues
to controlling the lights in the office –
with the expectation being that humans
will use keyboards less, and directly talk
as if with another human.
There is also an expectation in the future of
greater machine impact on human culture.
There is a not unrealistic prospect of music
written by AI algorithms, for instance.
So these machines are going to be
around us a lot more, there will be many
more of them, they will be interacting
with us a lot more and have the potential
to get involved beyond calculation/
analytics and into areas such as culture.
The emphasis of workshop participants
on the competency of influence is very
understandable when viewed against this
background. In a work setting, the need
to ensure that algorithms or technologies

are telling the professional accountant
what they think it is telling them, will
create a corresponding need for humans
to retain appropriate spheres of control
and influence. In effect, professional
accountants will need to influence the
environment within which these human–
machine interactions occur, in order to
avoid unintended consequences.
Examining the accountant agenda from a
slightly different angle, visualisation and
more interactive tools mean it is ever
more important for accountants to
understand what they actually want from
their interactions with technology. The
approach of standard-form templatebased reports is feeling increasing
outdated. Stakeholder expectations are
very strongly geared towards twinning
reporting with insight to a much greater
extent. There may well be multiple tiers
to this engagement of accountants with
interactive tools.
For example, some accountants will have
the skills and opportunities to develop
interactive user-relevant tools, perhaps as
an asset or resource for the wider
organisation. Their role could be
differentiated from core IT resources in
their greater understanding of the
business needs, and ability to understand
connections between types of data, for
example between volume and valuebased metrics. This type of front-end
web-based tool will probably be layered
on top of core IT infrastructure.

‘Machines give us the results but we need to empathise [with respect
to] the impact on the counterparty, on the decisions, the object or party
that our decisions [are] made upon’.
‘Data…how it’s applied [matters]…a lot of times it gets automated
through all these…BI [business intelligence] tools and things like
that. But there are times, I’ve had twice…where I actually went back
into it to understand it, because it didn’t conform with what I knew
myself, and found that it’s just that someone else [has] made some
assumptions and gone ahead with it’.
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Perspective-taking will be important
here from an emotional competency
standpoint. This is because a key part of
the value here is an understanding of the
priorities and perspectives of the enduser in developing solutions that provide
real-time data analytics.

This is about avoiding either an
unreasonable suspicion of the technology,
or a blind faith in it, as alluded to
previously in relation to the impact of
ethics and beliefs. Both extremes are
damaging and unrealistic to sustain in any
professional operating environment.

On the other hand, there will probably be
a larger pool of professional accountants
who will interact with these interactive
tools and customise their requests for
data and analytics on the basis of data
availability, data quality, and client needs.

Importantly though, despite its name,
human–machine interaction affects the
evolving nature of interactions between
humans themselves, in an environment
where there is increasing human–machine
interaction. That is ultimately why
emotional competencies are so important
when dealing with the changes that AI
will bring about.

For these accountants, the challenge in
their interaction with technology will be
to recognise implicit information, for
example whether the client and/or the
external data has embedded
assumptions, and if so how well these
are understood and factored into the
request given to the tool.
Here, there will be a requirement from a
growth mindset point of view. It will not be
enough to be content with saying that the
tool provided a certain report based on
the input variables entered into it. There
will need to be much greater clarity about
why a particular question is being asked,
and how the answer will be used. Without
that clarity, the interaction with the tool
will create outcomes that are at best
useless, and at worst seriously misleading.
On a wider level, the need for a balanced
emotional response to interacting with
machines is a theme running through
many of the relevant considerations.

In this context, empathy emerged as a
particular area of discussion in the ACCA
workshops, particularly the importance of
reminding oneself of its relevance in an
environment where many of one’s
interactions (ie those with machines) might
not require this attribute. Dealing with
human beings’ reactions to the machines
or to the information they produce may
require considerable empathy.
Finally, whatever the interaction,
leadership is a key ingredient for driving
success. And leadership is still viewed as
an inherently human endeavour by most.
Emotional competencies are integral to
achieving effective leadership, across all
competencies. So understanding how to
harness emotions to become an effective
leader is as relevant as ever, regardless of a
fast-evolving digital age in which one may
be leading both humans and machines.

‘Leadership still needs some personal touch…a machine cannot
motivate you…’.
‘We include our clients in our chat groups. In the past we used to
use email whereas now we are connected on chat 24 hours. So that’s
changed our way of working’.
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Shifting power
Technology is often seen through the
lens of product development and
solutions to customer problems. But
current digital developments have the
potential for deeper impacts with an
effect on fundamental and long-standing
power structures.
Decentralised technologies such as
blockchain have been talked about for
some time in relation to a reliable audit
trail, real-time reconciliation and overall
data quality improvements to enable
superior analysis. But moving up a level
from the transactional benefits, this
technology has its origins in a peer-topeer idea. While bitcoin is not
unproblematic, its core premise is a
unique one. From the era of absolute
monarchies to modern democracies,
power has always been centralised in
one form or another.
Bitcoin and the blockchain technology
that underpins it are therefore an
experiment in handing power to the
participants in a network. Commercial
implementation may well introduce a
layer of centralised control (a hybrid
model) but the idea remains a powerful
one and represents an attempt to explore
alternative power structures.

Paradoxically, the digital age is both giving
power to the people, and also taking it
away from the people. On the one hand,
greater decentralisation can enable more
open societies with opportunities for
information to be available to all, and for
grassroots participants (or activists) to
mobilise and make their voices heard.
On the other hand, technology can also
enable greater monitoring/tracking and
a greater centralisation of power, for
instance by governments and large
data-rich corporations.
There is also potential for reshaping the
balance of power in many other ways.
Countries that historically gained a lead
with world-class physical infrastructure now
have to compete with new entrants from
emerging markets who are catching up or
racing ahead on digital infrastructure.
At an individual level, the task-focused,
delivery elements of working in a digital
age can help with certain aspects of
gender power structures. Jobs of the
future are slowly showing a shift towards
being more gender neutral (getting the
job done is what matters) where
previously there might have been
conscious/subconscious bias that certain
jobs were only suitable for either men or
women but not both.

‘…impression I get is [that accountants are] not really [thinking about
these shifts]...from what I’m observing, there are different types of
accountants…[those] in very senior positions…there’s [an] element of
them trying to maintain the status quo, a sphere of influencing...[and]
if you’re talking about the younger guys, they’re trying to [make] a
living, actually. So it’s a different struggle for these young guys’.
‘Increasingly and for a long time now…finance shared services [have
been] in different geographies to in-house finance team...so [one] could
be dealing with people who are in very different parts of the world
where the power structures are very different, the way in which they’re
working is very different and the assumptions are very different about
what they think their role is and how they need to engage.’
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Among the emotional competencies,
relevant factors in the context of shifting
power are influence and a growth
mindset. An individual operating in a
landscape of shifting power structures will
need to be able to adjust their
influencing style to evolving reality. The
growth mindset can help one not to feel
defensive or threatened if changes in
power structures seem to challenge a well
understood status quo.
Senior professionals working in a range
of global organisations noted in the
discussions that their organisations are
continually evaluating where to allocate
resources, when considering their global
footprint. And shifting power, often
driven by technology changes, is a big
part of informing their view of where the
‘action’ is.
Part of the narrative here also relates to
how power links to concentration of
wealth. It is not in the scope of this report
to establish scientifically whether the
digital age is causing greater inequality.
But the question is, does the pace of
evolving digital skills/business models
allow for disproportionate benefits to
individuals and organisations able to take
early advantage of new opportunities?

Other areas of shifting power explored in
the workshops include the relationship
between employees within an
organisation, and in particular, evolving
dynamics between senior and junior
employees within organisations. The
preceding section on diversity noted the
possibilities of agile teams and DAO.
In this section, reverse mentoring
featured as one way of bridging the gap
between the expectations and style of
more experienced employees and those
of newer joiners. From an emotional
perspective, this requires maturity on
both sides.
Newer employees need to use empathy
and perspective-taking to understand
where the priorities and challenges exist
for more experienced colleagues – while
respecting the skills of the latter. This is
also an important opportunity for them to
add value and demonstrate that they can
take the lead in certain new/emerging
issues in a digital age.
In turn, their experienced colleagues
need to develop a new style of
influencing. Being very directive/
authoritarian in style is not likely to build
the communication bridges needed here.

‘…[a] point about reverse-mentoring [that was mentioned]…we might
need to think about mentoring bottom up and understanding how we
learn from [more junior staff] and how they’ve adapted quickly. So I
think we’re going to have to reflect on how we do that as well.’
‘I’ve done the building blocks, one, two, three, four, five. Those are
stepping-stones. And then it depends on the stage of your career
which is most important to you at that point. So at the sort of more
experienced end, it’s all about influence.’
‘…different age groups who get more and more open – they have their
own ideas, they have their own opinions. Unlike before, for example
I am the leader…I would be on the top of the hierarchy. So I decide…
whereas now employees actually have their own opinions and we need
to tolerate [these]…in the current environment employees have their
own sources of information’.
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Influence through building a relationship
and soft power is potentially more
effective. Senior accountants are invested
in existing client/other relationships, and
have few incentives to rock the boat, so
they require a growth mindset as well.

Professional accountants also tend to
recognise that the power and role of the
government is likely to continue being
crucial in a digital age. The regulatory
framework in which they will operate is
ultimately set by governments.

The power balance also featured in
workshop discussions on the relationship
between organisations and employees.
Some in the banking industry, for
example, referred to historic approaches
where power was held primarily with the
employer. There were pendulum swings
in talent management –severe
competition for talent in good times and
over-compensating with too much firing
of staff in bad times.

An accountancy practice may wish to
incorporate new areas of expertise linked
to cryptocurrencies, but tax treatments,
for example, continue to be set by
government departments, regardless
of the decentralised ethos of the
underlying instruments.

In a technology-led environment, it could
be counter-productive to fire staff as soon
as the immediate skills needed change.
Digital technology can change the
specifics of job roles more quickly, and
the use of continuous learning and
online/on-the-job up-skilling can turn out
to be more cost-effective over the longer
term than continual hiring and firing.
Participants viewed this as a societal
problem needing a new way of thinking
rather than just ‘knee-jerk’ organisationspecific solutions.

3.3 IMPACT OF EQ IN A DIGITAL AGE
– OVERALL TAKEAWAYS
•	EQ impact is multi-dimensional.
There are six areas where EQ will
have an impact, namely:
o change readiness
o increased diversity
o ethics and beliefs
o cognition and learning
o human–machine interaction
o shifting power
•	Integrated need: all emotional
competencies will be required in a
balanced way, with the growth mindset
being most frequently needed.

‘…ability to attract the right people in a rapidly changing environment [can be challenging], so being very clear in what
your value proposition is as an individual or as an employer organisation [is important]. So that you’re sending out the
right signals to get the right people into your organisation and making it attractive for them to come in and work with
you, respond[ing] very quickly to that changing environment’.
‘In terms of accountants in the future, I just think that the accounting model will definitely change. And it will reflect
a more entrepreneurial type person to come into an organisation. Whilst we [will continue to] have the prevalence of
government regulation and external bodies and also boards, which are to my way of thinking the check and balance to
management, there’s always going to be a governance oversight required…I can’t see that going away.’
‘…dealing with boards, I always put myself in their shoes. So if I’m trying to put a subject or a decision across, I
always look from their [perspective]. So I find that sometimes I change my opinion as I walk through it. But it actually
helps me to get the message across. And it works fairly well’.
‘I was working on a major transaction…and you discover that…investors [took the view] that since this money is just
in the hands of a few people, why incur so much cost to go and list [on an exchange] when you can gather ten people in
a room and they will give you all that money…[and in this scenario] as an accountant you need the soft skills to [deal]
with just a few investors really, [often] one or two people who have [the money]’.
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4. Conclusion
This report is necessarily anchored in a specific focus on the
accountancy profession and therefore the workplace. It is,
however, worth bearing in mind that emotions are not a switch
that can flicked on or off, depending on whether one is at work
or not. They are an integral part of the human experience and
a life-long companion in all aspects of one’s life.
There is now a greater focus on bringing one’s ‘whole self’ to work.
This is in response to the past tendency to believe, mistakenly, that it is
necessary to have a dual identity, one for work and one outside work,
and to hide one’s true personality, beliefs or emotional responses in
the workplace. This idea has been increasingly challenged, with many
strands of thinking advocating the idea that the best results occur in
the workplace when individuals can be ‘who they really are’.
The point here is that while there are norms and behavioural
expectations in the workplace, this is not equivalent to suggesting that
the workplace is not the place to express emotions. This can create
needless blockages and wasted potential from people suppressing
their natural styles, energies and talents.
Being able to express oneself fully, while recognising, applying and
regulating emotions, can truly unlock potential and this remains a very
human process, even in a digital age.
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Appendix 1

Data analysis (descriptive statistics)
This refers to the analysis of data to derive statistical results,
ie observations of the type:
xx% of respondents said yyy
The data can be clustered (grouped) in different ways, with
characteristics recorded across these different groups within
the overall data set.
In the context of this EQ survey, responses represent an
individual’s self-perception, rather than an absolute truth.
For example, stating that 10% of respondents live in the UK
may be an absolute fact, but stating that 10% of respondents
‘strongly agree’ that they appeal to emotions when negotiating
gives their expressed view of themselves.
Therefore, an internal benchmarking approach is used.
Responses for a cluster are compared with the overall average
for the data set as a whole. This gives a measure of the
dispersion of data around the overall average for a given
question and allows for like-for-like comparability, as all the
data is within the same data set.
Data points in a survey sample have a margin of error to
account for the fact that they represent a subset who answered
the survey, rather than the full population. The analysis
highlights where there is a significant difference between a
given data point and the overall average.

This means that when looking at the interval around the data
point that captures the margin of error (eg +/– xx%) and the
margin of error of the overall average, there is no overlap zone
– and hence there is a significant difference.
In this survey, given that the sample comprises many thousands
of respondents, small differences in percentages may be
significant. Larger samples reduce the margin for error, which
result in tighter intervals around data points – and this makes
overlap zones less likely.
Significance testing for difference between a data point and
the overall average is usually done at the 95% confidence level.
This means that there is a 95% probability that the difference
between two data points represents a genuine difference and
is not due to ‘chance’ arising from the fact that the survey is a
sample of the whole population. Put another way, there is a 95%
probability that there will a difference after accounting for the
margin of error (ie no overlapping intervals).
The larger the sample size, the smaller are margins of error.
So it is not necessarily the case that larger differences are
significant, as this depends on the margin of error around the
two data points. Say for a given question, the overall average is
25%. Cluster 1 may be significantly lower than average at 22%,
while cluster 2 may not be significantly lower than average at
20%. If cluster 1 is based on (say) 500 responses its margin of
error will be smaller, while if cluster 2 based on only (say) 50
responses, it may have a wider margin of error which creates an
overlap zone with the interval around the overall mean.
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Appendix 2

Systems thinking – an introduction
Systems thinking is a way of looking at the world in terms of the
causal relationships between elements. Peter Senge (1990)
defines systems thinking as: ‘a discipline for seeing the structure
that underlies complex situations and discerning the high from
low leverage change’.
Systems thinking is not a new approach, though it is perhaps
not as commonly used as it should be. The San People of
Southern Africa are recognised systems thinkers, and Leonardo
da Vinci is also thought of as a systems thinker. Nonetheless,
until the 20th century it was not formally labelled as a way of
thinking or as an approach.
As a formal methodology, systems thinking has its roots in
holism and the work of Jan C. Smuts, Holism and Evolution
(Smuts, 1926), followed by the publications on General Systems
Theory by Ludwig von Bertalanffy (Bertalanffy, 1950, 1951).
This work was expanded by Jay Forester of Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) with his work on systems thinking
and systems dynamics modelling (Forrester 1961, 1969, 1973
and 1994). It is from this expanded work and platform in MIT
(Sterman 2000) that the approach for this analysis is derived.

Taking a system such as global population, a simplified example
of a linear approach might be to observe that a factor driving
the number of births is the birth rate and number of deaths is
the life expectancy. While more variables can be added for
sophistication, systems thinkers would consider a population
system to be a linear model in the absence of feedback loops.
Instead, the account below of the same variables is closer to
systems thinking.
When births increase the population increases (+ relationship)
and similarly, when the population increases the births will
increase (+ relationship) if the birth rate remains constant and
accounting for time to reach maturity. The double plus
relationship gives rise to a positive reinforcing loop.
On the other hand, an increase in population will increase the
number of deaths (+ relationship) but as deaths increase this
tends to reduce population (- relationship). This is referred to
as a balancing loop. It is also possible for two negative
relationships to form a negative reinforcing loop.
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Australia

3.91

3.0

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.91
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.11
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.73
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Canada

3.84

3.29

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.98
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.14
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.67
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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China

3.65

3.16

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.68
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.32
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.8

*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Ghana

3.86

3.45

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.39
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.43
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.79
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Hong Kong

3.72

3.18

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.38
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.04
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.48
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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India

3.93

3.4

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.08
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.41
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.72
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Ireland

3.95

2.97

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.9

*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

2.99
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.7

*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
64

Kenya

4.06

3.32

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.41
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.51
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.85
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Malaysia

3.95

3.5

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.92
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.15
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.68
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Mauritius

3.96

3.55

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.26
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.23
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.68
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Nigeria

3.84

3.46

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.42
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.49
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.95
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Pakistan

3.83

3.19

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.15
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.13
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.64
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Romania

4.13

3.0

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.71
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

2.81
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.73
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Russia

4.02

3.08

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.64
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.11
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.74
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Singapore

3.8

3.38

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.76
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.04
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.64
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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South Africa

4.14

3.33

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.44
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.53
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.94
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
73

Trinidad and Tobago

3.92

3.37

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.14
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.13
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.86
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Uganda

3.93

3.39

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.33
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.36
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.8

*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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United Arab Emirates

4.09

3.4

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.07
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.37
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.94
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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United Kingdom

3.94

2.97

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

3.91
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

2.91
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.78
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
77

Zambia

3.89

3.35

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.31
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.49
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.93
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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Zimbabwe

3.97

3.51

*Global = 3.92

*Global = 3.22

I try to find the
rationale behind
ideas I disagree with

People react to me in
ways I do not expect [R]

4.42
*Global = 4.05

I am energised by
the challenge to
overcome a failure

3.51
*Global = 3.18

I appeal to people’s emotions
in my negotiations with them

3.98
*Global = 3.77

I am attuned to how
others are feeling
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